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The Wainoni landing sits at the
beginning of the recreation hub
of the Avon Ōtākaro River. After
the 2011 Earthquakes, the rowing
and waka teams established
at the reach were taken in by
neighboring
communities.
Despite the temporary loss
of their home, many teams
were still able to compete in
the season. Our design draws
inspiration from this story as
well as the Māori concepts of
Whanaungatanga
meaning
community
togetherness,
Wairuatanga meaning the
connection to place and the
natural
environment,
and
the rich traditions of waka
and rowing in the country.
Abstracting Māori wayfinding
techniques, like constellation
navigation, informed placement
of the community gathering
spaces encouraging social,
emotional
and
economic
support. The Wainoni Landing
creates the ideal space for
communities to come together
‘where the water turns’.

WAINONI LANDING

Robby Lai, Emma Petersen
+ Luyu Zeng
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CONCEPT + TIMELINE

WHANAUNGATANGA
Social and whanau connections
Community togetherness

WAINONI
Water turning
WAIRUATANGA
Connection to place and to
the natural environment

WAINONI LANDING

WAKA + ROWING
Emphasis on flatwater
sports and recreation
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PROGRAMMING + PLANTING
Flo at ing P lat fo rms & Bo at ho us es

Food Truck

Events

Picnic

Farmers Market

Bean bags

Soccer

Community P la z a

Watch competitions

Floating
Boat
House

Parties

Movie night

Plant Pa le tte

P lant ing Blo o m T ime

Native plant use is encouraged on the site to create ideal habitats for native species.

The warm orange and yellow floral colors will indicate the start of the rowing season, transition
into red and a muted, neutral floral palette will indicate the ending of the season.
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WAINONI LANDING

Concert
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PLAN
s ho rt-term
10-1 5 yea r s

l o n g - te r m
1 00+ ye a r s

to avondale

habitat
edges
A
terraced
seating
wetland
habitat
floating
boat
houses

m i d -term
30-4 0 years
to dallington
landing

pedestrian
bridge
field

terraced
seating

bridge

Remaining boat houses taken out, more floating structures built,
open space starts to become a wetland, forest matures.

Se cti o n A- A’

A section cut through the entire site. Showing the transition from river to island to wetland to
stopbank.This represents the 100 year plan.

new islands
loading dock
stormwater wetland

central
plaza
stopbank

floating
structures

parking lot

Water level continues to rise, forest fully mature, wetland area becomes flourishing habitat for
native species. Terraced seating on the end of the river and the island create unique viewing
experiences, central plaza becomes economic hub with adjacent forest and fields for play.

WAINONI LANDING

Plaza, parking lot, water basin and loading dock built, initial cuts
made to widen channel, forest planted, some floating structures.
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A’
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SEA LEVEL RISE + LANDFORM
s hort-ter m

floating boathouse

Initial cuts are made at
the entrance and exit
to the smaller channel
to allow more water to
start flooding the site.
The small channel is
widened.

mid -term
As sea-level rises, more
of the site is inundated,
platforms remain
floating.

lo ng -term

Projected S e a Le ve l R is e
an d Tid a l I n f lu e n ce
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Fl o a t i n g P l a t fo r m
St r u c t u re

Pilings throughout the site will act as “docks” for the floating platforms to attach themselves. A structural
support on each piling will ensure that even when the water levels are low, the platform remains level.

Water C i rcul at i on

A weir placed at the exit of the channel will ensure a
certain water level within the wetland area and slow
water down.

WAINONI LANDING

Water continues to
flood the site, only a few
islands of land remain
above the water line.
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The plaza is a versatile space,
activated with bean bag chairs,
food trucks, and whatever the
community wants.
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The bridge crossing over the
channel from the plaza to the
floating structures also holds
wonderful views of the regattas.

As the site floods over time,
kayakers will have more
area to explore and floating
structures will allow people
to experience a flourishing
habitat up close.

WAINONI LANDING

VIEWS FROM THE FUTURE
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